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Respectful: We treat
everyone nicely.

Safe: We make sure everyone
is safe.

Inclusive: Everyone is
welcome.

Professional: We work hard
and do our best.

Fun: We enjoy learning and
having fun.

Progressive: We always try to
get better.

OUR VALUES 
Our values are super important! We want

all our learners and staff to remember
these values:

These values help make MK SNAP
a great place! 2
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Arriving for SNAP
The session starts promptly at 9:15 am.

If you arrive early, please note that you will not be able to enter the
building before this time.

If you're running late, don't worry. However, if possible, do inform us.
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Morning Sessions
Timings: 9:15 am to 12:30 pm.

There will be a 15-minute break at 10:45 am. Please bring a snack and a
drink.

Lunchtime
Duration: 12:30 pm to 1:15 pm (45 minutes).

Kindly bring a packed healthy lunch. Please note that we cannot heat
or cook any food for you.

Afternoon Sessions
The session runs from 1:15 pm to 2:45 pm, lasting for an hour and a

half.

Heading Home
Regardless of your mode of transport home—whether it's a bus, taxi, or
someone picking you up—please wait in the café area. Our staff will let

you when your ride arrives.

A DAY AT MK SNAP03



WORK ENVIRONMENT
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There's a person called
the Designated

Safeguarding Officer
(DSO). This person is

Steve and he in charge of
making sure everyone is

safe.
There are also other people in the team who help the

DSO, and step in when Steve is not in SNAP.

Angie Steven

Steph Stevie (Our Trustee)

SAFEGUARDING06

If you have any concerns talk to a
member of staff.
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At SNAP, our keyworker's role is different from
those in other organisations. 

Your keyworker assists with your paperwork and
ensures that your goals and progress forms are
current. They might also prepare a report about

your progress for reviews. 

Always remember, if you have any concerns or
problems, feel free to speak with any staff member,

not just your keyworker.

KEYWORKERS07

If you're unsure about who your keyworker is,
please ask a staff member, and they'll help

you find out.
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SESSIONS08
At SNAP, we have fun and helpful sessions for

everyone. 
We group them into three main areas:

Health & Wellbeing
 Here, we do activities to keep our bodies and

minds healthy. We play sports, do yoga, and learn
to relax.

Enterprise
In these sessions, we make cool things and learn
about work. We paint, create stuff from clay, and

see how a coffee place runs.

Life Skills
These sessions help us with everyday things. We
play with numbers, learn about computers, and

understand the world around us.

The next couple of pages will give you some more
information about theses sessions.
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HEALTH &
WELLBEING

These sessions focus on promoting both physical and mental

wellness. learners in these activities not only enhances physical

health and fitness but also nourishes the soul, leading to a more

holistic sense of wellbeing. We believe that by engaging in these

sessions, learners can lead a more balanced and fulfilling life.
Sport: 
This session encourages learners to
engage in physical activities that
build strength, endurance, and
team spirit.
Yoga: 
Through controlled postures and
meditation, our yoga sessions help
in improving flexibility, reducing
stress, and bringing about mental
clarity.
Performing Arts: 
This session offers an avenue for
self-expression, helping learners
channel their emotions and build
confidence.Explore MK: 

This activity encourages learners to delve into and appreciate the
rich culture and environment of Milton Keynes, promoting both
physical activity and cultural appreciation.
Dance: 
Our dance sessions are not just about rhythm and movement; they
are a celebration of life, helping learners to stay fit while expressing
themselves.
Art & Craft: 
A space where creativity knows no bounds, these sessions help in
enhancing fine motor skills while allowing learners to create
something beautiful and unique.



At SNAP, we cultivate a hands-on work environment where we not
only learn essential skills but also create wonderful products to

offer.

Work Training
Get a real feel for the workplace! Understand job responsibilities,

teamwork, and the dedication it takes to complete a task.
Canvas Art

Unleash your inner artist! Play with colours and designs, creating
artworks that can adorn walls and be cherished for years to come.

Café
Immerse yourself in the world of hospitality! Brew delightful coffees,

serve customers, and understand the workings of a bustling café.
Reception

 Be the face of SNAP! Welcome guests, manage enquiries, and ensure
smooth operations at the forefront of our building.

Hand-Made Products: 
Craft with passion! From unique trinkets to custom gifts, design and

produce items that people would love to buy.
Sewing

Dive into the world of textiles! Design cushions, bags and
understand the intricacies of fabric and patterns.

Gardening
 Turn a patch of soil into a lush paradise! Learn about plants, nurture
them, and understand the joy of watching something grow because

of your care.
Pottery

Mold your imagination! From pots to plates, shape clay into
beautiful and functional items, understanding the art and science

behind it. 16
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Life Skills sessions at SNAP are specially designed to empower
you. They help you become more independent and equip you with

practical knowledge for day-to-day life.
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LIFE SKILLS

Numeracy: 
Dive into the world of numbers!
Learn to calculate, budget, and
understand basic math in a fun
and engaging way.
Life Skills: 
From managing your time to
making decisions, this session
gives you the tools to handle daily
tasks and challenges confidently.
History: 
Travel back in time with us!
Discover fascinating events,
important figures, and how the
past has shaped our present.

Our World: 
Embark on a global journey! Understand different cultures, marvel at
natural wonders, and appreciate the diversity of our planet.
Drama: 
Step into the spotlight! Develop your creativity, confidence, and
communication by acting in stories and as different characters.
Computer Skills: 
Embrace the digital age! From basic operations to surfing the internet
safely, get hands-on experience with computers.
Money Skills: 
Navigate the world of finance! Learn the importance of saving,
budgeting, and making smart money decisions.



OPTION FORMS
For what session you want to do most, put a
tick in the first box.
For your next favourite, put a tick in the
second box.

This helps us see what you want to do at SNAP.
1.

2.

We'll try to give you the classes you like. But it
depends on how many people are in each class.
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FIRE SAFETY 
If the fire alarm sounds, learners and members of
staff will exit via one of the fire exits. They can then
get together at the fire ‘assembly point’ (as
pictured).
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FIRE SAFETY 
Every room in SNAP will have on the wall, a
photo of your nearest fire exit. 

Here is an
example 
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CONTACT
INFORMATION

01908 690330

INFO@MKSNAP.ORG

WWW.MKSNAP.ORG


